In this paper, a solar-powered bidirectional communication system is studied for a pair of energy harvesting (EH) nodes that intend to communicate with each other over wireless fading channels. The conventional time-division duplex (TDD) transmission is revisited by proposing a stochastic resource scheduling scheme to minimize an average rate outage probability based on a Markov decision process (MDP) design framework. Different from the conventional TDD transmission, the proposed scheme can adjust the link direction and energy expenditure for data transmissions between the two EH nodes, in response to the dynamics of the solar EH, channel fading and battery storage conditions. A downstairs threshold structure is theoretically proved under a special optimal on-off policy, in which two-dimensional thresholds pinpoint the interplay between the transmission actions and the available energy in the batteries of the two nodes. Also the optimal on-off policy at asymptotically high signal-to-noise power ratios (SNRs) is revealed. The outage performance of the proposed stochastic resource scheduling scheme is validated by extensive computer simulations, and it shows that the proposed optimal MDP policy can achieve significant performance gains over the combinations of other compared schemes, including round-robin and battery state-oriented link scheduling schemes, and greedy and conservative energy scheduling schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of green technologies, green wireless communications have been widely advocated to protect global environments by reducing carbon emission, improving energy efficiency and enabling self-sustainability. It is thus deemed a new paradigm shift of power supply for mobile wireless communications in the future. Energy harvesting (EH) is one of the appealing solutions toward the nearly perpetual operation of wireless nodes, especially for Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications, which are often powered by limited-capacity batteries and deployed in dangerous, inaccessible or secluded areas, resulting in costly and even infeasible battery replacement. The EH wireless nodes are capable of fulfilling data transmissions by scavenging energy from the surrounding environments, e.g., solar, wind, motion vibration, and radio frequency (RF) sources [1] .
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In general, different ambient energy sources exhibit different energy renewal characteristics of predictability, controllability and magnitude. For the successful implementation of EH wireless communications, it is crucial to conduct an efficient energy management scheme to harmonize the random and sporadic effect of the harvested energy. An inappropriate energy management scheme may either run out of the harvested energy in the battery or fail to utilize the excess harvested energy, leading to energy depletion or overflow problems to degrade the overall system performance, respectively.
Wireless communications in most traditional applications are bidirectional rather than unidirectional; that is, a communication node can serve as either a transmitter or a receiver. In general, there are two duplex ways for wireless communications: frequency division duplex (FDD) and time division duplex (TDD). As compared with the FDD, channel reciprocity embedded in the TDD can fulfill energy management without requiring channel state information (CSI) VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ feedback. In this regard, the TDD protocol is much more suitable for bidirectional communications with two EH nodes, which may frequently adapt transmissions not only to the random energy replenishment but also to the wireless channel fading. However, when EH meets the two-node bidirectional communications, the conventional static TDD scheme with fixed time portions of the forward and reverse links is no longer applicable to EH nodes, and there is a need to redesign a new TDD protocol that can reflect the EH and channel variations. Motivated by the aforementioned discussions, in this paper, we focus on solar-powered bidirectional point-to-point communication systems, where both the transmitter and the receiver are EH nodes. The main purpose of this paper is to design a new TDD protocol for the link and energy scheduling of the two solar-powered EH nodes, based on a Markov decision process (MDP) design framework and a real stochastic EH model. The MDP is a kind of stochastic control processes, providing a mathematical framework to make decision over the states of a Markov process and maximize the associated long-term utility [2] . Since the channel and EH conditions are both random in the proposed communication system and our goal is to minimize the long-term rate outage performance over the stochastic channel, battery and solar states, these motivate us to formulate the design problem as an MDP and find the optimal policy via dynamic programming. Specifically, the novelty and contribution of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We formulate an MDP optimization framework for the solar-powered bidirectional communications, wherein the Gaussian mixture hidden Markov chain in [3] is utilized as the stochastic EH model. The battery capacities of the EH nodes are quantized in units of energy quanta, and the fading channel between the two EH nodes is formulated by a finite-state Markov model [4] . We attempt to find the optimal link and energy scheduling, which is capable of accommodating to the solar, battery and channel variations, for data transmissions by minimizing the rate outage probability of the solar-powered bidirectional communications. Here the link scheduling means that the communication link could be scheduled in the silent, forward or reverse modes.
• The rate outage performances for the solar-powered bidirectional communications conditioned on the MDP system states are first derived, in which the energy availability of the receiver for conducting data reception is also taken into consideration, and the optimal transmission policies of the solar-powered bidirectional communications are found by a value iteration algorithm.
• To understand the interplay between the actions and the battery states of the two EH nodes, we theoretically analyze the structural properties of the optimal link and energy scheduling under a special on-off policy, in that the nodes only spend one energy quantum for data transmissions in each active communication round. With the value iteration algorithm, we first prove that the difference value of the expected total discounted costs at each iteration (or the expected long-term total discounted costs when the algorithm is converged) for two contiguous battery states of a node is limited to zero and one, resulting in a so-called monotonic and bounded property. A two-dimensional downstairs threshold structure is unveiled and theoretically proved, in that the two-dimensional thresholds look like a downstairs shape along the battery states of the two nodes. Based on this, the degenerated structure of the optimal on-off policy is also founded at asymptotically high signal-to-noise power ratios (SNRs).
• Through extensive computer simulations, the rate outage performances of the proposed policies are simulated and compared with the combinations of the following exhaustive schemes: round-robin link scheduling, battery state-oriented link scheduling, greedy energy scheduling, and conservative energy scheduling.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The literature survey of the related works is provided in Section II. Section III introduces the system mode of the solar-powered bidirectional communications. The MDP formulation with stochastic models is cast in Section IV. Under a special on-off policy, the structure of the optimal link and energy scheduling actions is then analyzed in Section V. Some heuristic link and energy scheduling policies are discussed in Section VI. Simulation results are demonstrated and discussed in Section VII. Some conclusions are drawn in Section VIII. Finally, the major symbols of this paper are summarized in Table 1 .
II. RELATED WORKS
Energy scheduling has been addressed for various EH wireless communications, including point-to-point systems [3] - [5] , cooperative systems [6] , [7] , cognitive radio systems [8] , [9] , multiuser systems [10] , [11] , and cellular systems [12] . In [5] , a directional water-filling approach which requires the full knowledge of energy and channel profiles was proposed to maximize the short-term data throughput. By applying a data-driven stochastic model, an MDP design framework was formulated to maximize the long-term data throughput in [3] . The design was later extended to cooperative communications with a single decode-and-forward EH relay node in [6] by minimizing the long-term symbol error rate, and the asymptotic performance was analyzed to quantify the diversity gain and the EH gain. In addition, a solar-powered two-way relay system was investigated in [7] to minimize the long-term outage probability by adapting the relay transmission power to wireless channel, battery and solar states. In [8] , optimal cognitive spectrum sensing and access policies were investigated to maximize the data throughout for a secondary user with the EH capability. By formulating the problem as an MDP framework, the secondary user can either remain idle or execute the sensing operation based on the belief of primary activity and the amount of energy in the battery. In [9] , a theoretical upper bound on the maximum achievable throughput of the secondary user was derived as a function of the EH rate, the temporal correlation of primary activity, and the detection threshold of spectrum sensing. In [10] , a transmission completion time minimization problem was studied for an ambient EH transmitter which has a preset number of data packets to be delivered to each user, and an iterative algorithm was proposed to find the optimal power scheduling policy with a structural property. An extension of [10] with a finite capacity battery was later investigated in [11] , in which there exist cut-off power levels to determine the power allocation among users by iteratively executing the directional water-filling algorithm. In [12] , a hybrid energy source of solar and wind was utilized for powering small cell networks, and a cell deployment strategy was provided to make a tradeoff among the outage probability, grid power and base station density. In [13] , the authors studied joint uplink and downlink coverage performance for ambient RF EH IoT devices in a cellular network. The work in [14] considered joint optimization of traffic scheduling and power allocation and minimized the total on-grid power consumption of macro and small cells, while guaranteeing users' traffic requirement. Recently, some works have focused on solving the EH problems with reinforcement learning, where novel energy management was proposed in [15] based on reinforcement learning to maximize packet transmission rates while avoiding energy outage for wireless sensor networks, and energy management was investigated in [16] to maximize the net bit rate in EH wireless communications by using deep deterministic policy gradient.
To be closer to reality, the energy consumption in data reception needs to be taken into consideration, since the energy availability of the receiver limits the eligibility of the other side to transmit data. The research in [17] - [20] has concentrated on the design of EH receivers, while some works highlighted the joint design of an EH transmitter and an EH receiver in point-to-point links [21] - [26] . In [21] , a general framework was provided for utility maximization of a wireless network with EH transmitters/receivers and solved via two nested subproblems: energy efficiency and energy allocation. Threshold policies were investigated in [22] to minimize the outage probability via MDP. The sum rate of EH communications was maximized in [23] through convex optimization by modeling the decoding energy as an increasing convex function of the incoming data rate. With an EH transmitter and an EH receiver in [24] and [25] , the authors analyzed the impact of physical layer parameters, battery size and retransmission mechanisms on the packet drop probability over block fading channels, where a two-level energy consumption model was adopted at the receiver. In [26] , an energy cooperating helper was designed to transfer energy to the EH battery-limited transmitter and receiver so as to maximize the throughput. Notice that the research in [17] - [26] was mainly focused on the one-way point-to-point EH communications. Although the work [27] designed optimal offline power scheduling policies to maximize the short-term sum throughput in two-way EH systems, subject to decoding and processing energy costs, it was studied from the convex optimization perspective. So far, the EH design has not been incorporated into bidirectional point-topoint communications through stochastic optimization, and it is interesting to investigating the transmission interaction between the two EH nodes from the perspective of link and energy management under solar-powered EH constraints.
III. SOLAR-POWERED BIDIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATIONS
We consider a solar-powered bidirectional communication system with two EH nodes depicted in Fig. 1 , where the transceiver nodes, N 1 and N 2 , can serve as either a transmit or a receive node to communicate with each other according to a TDD protocol. We define the communication link from the node N 1 to the node N 2 as a forward link, while the opposed direction is called a reverse link. In the forward link, the nodes N 1 and N 2 serve as the transmitter and the receiver, and consume energy for data transmission and reception, respectively, while the operations are swapped in the reverse link. We assume that the channel between the nodes N 1 and N 2 is reciprocal and quasi-static Rayleigh flat fading, and the perfect CSI is available at the both nodes. The channel gain γ is exponentially distributed with an average channel power valueγ 0 . Moreover, each EH node can harvest energy by its photovoltaic solar panel and store the harvested energy into a rechargeable battery for the purpose of data transmission or reception in the future.
In the solar-powered bidirectional communication system, the available channel capacity depends on not only the energy expenditure amount at the transmit node but also whether the receive node has a sufficient amount of energy in the battery for data reception. Let us define η u = E u / (TN 0 ) as the normalized SNR of the system when one basic energy quantum E u is spent at the transmitter side for data transmission during a transmission period T with the noise power N 0 at the receiver. Subsequently, we define c r as the required energy amount for successful data reception at the receive node (unit: E u ) during the transmission period T whenever two nodes communicate with each other. As a result, for any given channel gain γ and transmission energy w (unit: E u ), the instantaneous channel capacity can be defined as
where b r represents the available energy amount in the battery of the receive node, and U (b r − c r ) means a c r -shifting unit step function whose value is zero for b r < c r but one for b r ≥ c r . In other words, the instantaneous channel capacity is zero when the harvested energy in the battery of the receive node is insufficient and smaller than the required energy c r for executing data reception. Accordingly, the rate outage probability of the system in the fading channels can be calculated by
where R th is a preset target rate.
IV. MARKOV DECISION PROCESS WITH STOCHASTIC MODELS
In order to minimize the long-term average rate outage performance of the solar-powered bidirectional communication system, our design goal is to come up with an adaptive resource scheduling policy, in terms of link and energy scheduling, in response to two uncertain factors in EH wireless communications, including the channel variation between the two EH nodes and the randomness of solar energy generation at each node. The problem is then formulated as a discrete MDP framework, and the policy management period is assumed to be T , i.e., the state transition in the MDP occurs every time duration of T . In addition, an energy quantization model is applied to manage the harvested energy in the unit of E u in the MDP. The main components in the MDP are comprised of system states, actions, and costs, which correspond to the system factors, the link and energy scheduling, and the rate outage probability of the system, respectively. The details for constructing the MDP framework of the proposed solar-powered bidirectional communication system are elaborated in the following subsections.
B ) be a five-tuple state space and a vector of the system state in the MDP, respectively. The notations H, C and B stand for the solar EH state, channel state, and battery state sets, respectively. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the nodes N 1 and N 2 have the same and finite size of the solar EH state and battery state sets, i.e., H (1) =
In additional, the reciprocal channel between the two EH nodes is defined as a finite state set, i.e., C = {0, 1, . . . , N c − 1}. Here, N h , N b and N c are the maximum numbers of the corresponding states. Furthermore, the state variables S (1) H and S (2) H represent the solar EH states of the nodes N 1 and N 2 , respectively. The state variables S (1) B and S (2) B denote the battery states of the nodes N 1 and N 2 , respectively. The state variable S C is the reciprocal channel state between the nodes N 1 and N 2 .
B. LINK AND ENERGY SCHEDULING ACTIONS
Let a = (a L , a E ) ∈ A L × W be a pair of resource scheduling actions for the EH nodes N 1 and N 2 , where we define L = {silent (I ), forward (F), reverse (R)} as the link scheduling set and W = {0, 1, . . . , min{k, N p − 1}} as the energy scheduling set of the transmit node (unit: E u ). Here, k and N p are the current battery state and the maximum number of affordable energy scheduling actions for a transmitter, where k = 0, 1, . . . , N b −1 and N p ≤ N b . For a chosen action a = (a L , a E ), the energy consumption values e 1 and e 2 for the EH nodes N 1 and N 2 are given as
Note that the zero-power action is the only action when the link scheduling is operated in the silent mode, i.e., a E = 0, whereas the energy scheduling action is non-zero when the link scheduling is operated in the forward or reverse modes, i.e., a E = w ∈ W\ {0}. A rate-dependent energy consumption model is considered for the receiver side:
where R EH log 2 (1 + wγ η u ) is the achievable rate in (1) (if the communication link is active), depending on the energy expenditure at the transmitter, channel gain, and normalized SNR value. Moreover, the parameters K i are adjustable, and · is the ceil function. In particular, if K 1 = K 2 = 0, this model is degenerated to a constant energy consumption model.
C. MDP STATE TRANSITION
We elaborate on the details of the system states, including the solar EH, battery and channel states in what follows.
1) SOLAR EH STATE
The solar EH technology is utilized in the proposed solar-powered bidirectional communication system. An N h -state Markov chain EH model in [3] is applied to describe the evolution of the solar EH conditions. This model is a real data-driven model, in which the time series of a solar power harvesting data record are classified into N h EH states through a Gaussian mixture hidden Markov chain, and the underlying parameters, including the mean and variance of the Gaussian random variable in each solar EH state, are trained by real solar irradiance data with the expectation-maximization algorithm [28] . Specifically, if the solar EH state is given by h ∈ H, the harvested solar power per unit area, P s,h , is modeled as a Gaussian distributed random variable with N (µ s,h , ρ s,h ). Since different solar EH states are endowed with different solar irradiance intensities, the harvested solar energy for each solar EH state can be computed as E s,h = P s,h T ζ ξ , where ζ and ξ denote the area size of a solar panel on a communication node and the energy conversion efficiency, respectively. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the solar state h has the better EH condition than the solar state h in average, if h > h . By quantizing the harvested energy in the unit of E u , the probability of the number of energy quantum arrivals q i at the solar EH state h i for the node N i is denoted as
. . , ∞, and i = 1, 2. Moreover, the solar EH state transition probability is given as P(S
2) BATTERY STATE
The capacity of the batteries is also quantized into several discrete levels in the unit of E u . The battery state stands for the number of available energy quanta for data transmission or reception. That is, for S B = b ∈ B, the amount of available energy is given as bE u . Here the harvest-storeuse protocol [29] is applied for energy expenditure, and the battery evolution can be described as [1] 
where b i and b i represent the next and the current battery states of the node N i , respectively, q i stands for the number of harvested energy quanta, and e i is the energy expenditure amount with respect to the action in (3) . Thus, the battery state transition probabilities for the nodes N 1 and N 2 can be expressed as
The instantaneous channel gain γ , which is exponentially distributed with the average channel powerγ 0 , is quantized into N c levels with the thresholds = {0 = 0 , 1 , . . . , N c = ∞}. If S C = c ∈ C, it means that the channel gain γ belongs to the interval [ c , c+1 ). We assume that the wireless channel fluctuates slowly, and the policy management period is shorter than the channel coherent time, i.e., the fading channel is quasi-static within the time duration T . Moreover, the channel state evolution can only transit from the current state to its neighboring states, i.e., P(S C = c |S C = c), for all c ∈ C and c ∈ {max(0, c − 1), . . . , min (c + 1, N c − 1)}, and the channel state transition probabilities can be calculated according to [4] , as follows:
and the transition probabilities of P(S C = c|S C = c) for the two-side boundaries are given by
where
is the stationary probability of the c th state, and g(r) √ 2π γ /γ 0 f D exp(−γ /γ 0 ) is the level crossing rate for a across level γ [4] , in which f D is the maximum Doppler frequency, normalized by 1/T . By assuming that the EH conditions at the nodes N 1 and N 2 and the channel fading are mutually independent, the MDP state transition probability from the current state
According to (1) and (2), we define the rate outage probability for a transmission action a ∈ A conditioned on a given system state S = s as the cost function. Since the conditional rate outage probability P out|s is independent of the solar states S (i) H = h i , for i = 1, 2, the cost function can be expressed as (10) , as shown at the bottom of the next page, where γ th =
indicates the equivalent SNR value for achieving the target rate R th . It must be noted
Furthermore, the cost function is always equal to one (i.e., P out|s = 1) if the harvested energy in the battery of the receive node is less than the required energy for data reception or the link scheduling stays in the silent mode, i.e., a L = I .
As a result, the cost function in (10) can be explicitly calculated in (12) , as shown at the bottom of the next page. Lemma 1: When the actions a L = F or R are performed, the cost function R a (s) at extremely high normalized SNR, i.e., N 0 → 0, is given as
Proof: When N 0 → 0, we get η u = ∞ and γ th = 0, for a E = 0. According to (12) , the cost functions with a L = F or R are zero when γ th = 0.
This lemma shows that when N 0 → 0, i.e., in sufficiently high SNRs, a zero rate outage can be achieved under any target rate, solar state and channel states, if the nodes do not keep silent. Moreover, it implies that if the two nodes are active, it suffices to approach a zero-value system outage probability by spending only one energy quantum for data transmission at one node as long as the other node has enough energy for data reception.
E. OPTIMIZATION OF RESOURCE SCHEDULING POLICY
The main purpose of the MDP is to find a decision policy π (s) : S → A, which specifies the optimal action in the state s to minimize the long-term cost, or equivalently, the long-term outage probability: (14) where s 0 is the initial state, and λ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor. Note that the adjustment of λ provides a wide range of performance characteristics, and the long-term average cost can be approximated by choosing a discount factor close to one, i.e., λ ≈ 1 [7] . The optimal policy π * (s) can be found via the Bellman equation [2] , given by (15) and efficiently solved by the well-known value iteration algorithm in two steps as follows [2] :
where m is the iteration index, V (m+1) a (s) is named an expected cost function for the state s ∈ S with the action a ∈ A at the iteration m + 1, and V (m+1) (s) is called expected long-term total discounted cost for the state s at the iteration m + 1. The value iteration algorithm is initialized with V (0) (s) = 0, for all s ∈ S, and then executed until it satisfies a stopping criterion,
where is a preset threshold. After the algorithm gets converged, the optimal policy can be obtained by computing π * (s) = arg min a∈A (V (m+1) a (s)), and V π * (s) = V (m+1) (s).
F. IMPLEMENTATION COMPLEXITY AND OVERHEAD
The computational complexity of calculating the proposed MDP scheme mainly comes from (16) . Note that the total number of system states is N 2 h N c N 2 b and the number of actions at each state is no more than 2 N b + 1. Moreover, for a given state s and action a, the number of the terms in the summation of (16) is no more than 3 N 2 h N 2 b . As a result, the overall computational complexity, in terms of the number of multiplications, is bounded by
. The implementation of the proposed approach requires some control overhead to obtain the knowledge of the solar, battery and channel states. First, each node can determine its solar state by using the a posteriori probability-based scheme in [3] according to the observed solar irradiance values. Second, each node can perfectly know its battery state according to the battery evolution process in (5) . Third, the channel information can be obtained by sending pilot signals from one node and performing conventional channel estimation schemes at the other node. Finally, the two nodes share the state knowledge with each other via control channels, which requires 2log 2 (N h N b N c ) bits per policy management period T (five minutes in this paper).
V. ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL ON-OFF LINK AND ENERGY SCHEDULING POLICY
In order to get more insight into the optimal link and energy scheduling and facilitate the subsequent performance analysis, we discuss the special structural properties of the optimal policy in this section. For the purpose of simple notations, by applying (5) and (9), the expected cost function regarding the action a in (16) is rewritten as (18) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where the next battery states in the system are replaced with the current battery states and the number of harvested energy quanta by the change of variable, and E s [·] indicates the expected value with respect to s conditioned on the current state s. To make the analysis tractable, we focus on a simple on-off policy, whose definition is given in the following.
Definition 1 (On-Off Policy): For this policy, the maximum number of energy quanta that can be used by a transmitter node is one, i.e., N p = 2, and a receiver node requires the basic energy quantum for data reception, i.e., c r = 1, leading to three possible actions a = (I , 0), (F, 1) or (R, 1). Furthermore, we classify these three actions into two action sets, namely a off (I , 0) and a on {(F, 1), (R, 1)}.
Besides, since no transmission, i.e., a = (I , 0), is the only action when any of the two batteries at the nodes is depleted, in the following subsections, we concentrate on the transmission actions in the battery sufficiency region
} is the battery deficiency region.
A. MONOTONIC AND BOUNDED EXPECTED TOTAL DISCOUNTED COSTS FOR OPTIMAL ON-OFF POLICY
Lemma 2: For the on-off policy at any given solar states i, j ∈ H, and channel state c ∈ C, if the battery state of a node is fixed and non-zero, where k, l ∈ B\{0}, the expected total discounted cost is non-increasing with the battery state of the other node, and the difference value of the expected total discounted costs for two adjacent battery states at the m th iteration of the value iteration algorithm is non-negative and bounded between zero and one. In other words, the declarations are as follows:
Proof: See Appendix A for details. The monotonic and bounded properties in Lemma 2 shows that for each iteration in the value iteration algorithm, a node with a larger battery state can achieve a larger expected total discounted cost by fixing the other system states. Also the difference value of the expected total discounted costs for two adjacent battery states at a node is smaller than or equal to one, due to the bounded value characteristic of the outage VOLUME 8, 2020 probability which ranges between zero and one. When the value iteration algorithm gets converged, one can obtain the following theorem. Theorem 1: The expected long-term total discounted cost of the optimal on-off policy π * has the monotonic and bounded properties, i.e., 0
Proof: Since Lemma 2 is valid for any iteration number m in the value iteration algorithm, Theorem 1 can be proved when the algorithm is converged.
Corollary 1: For the on-off policy, the difference value of the expected long-term total discounted costs for two diagonally adjacent battery states in the battery sufficiency region, B + , is non-negative and bounded. That is, (21) for any i, j ∈ H, c ∈ C, and ∀(k, l) ∈ B + Proof: See Appendix B for details. This corollary further discovers the relationship between the expected long-term total discounted costs and the two-dimensional battery states, in that the optimal on-off policy can achieve a better expected long-term total discounted cost when the battery states of the two nodes are both increased by one. More importantly, if the channel and solar EH states are fixed, the difference value of the two total discounted costs for two diagonally adjacent battery states is still bounded by one.
B. DOWNSTAIRS THRESHOLD STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF OPTIMAL ON-OFF POLICY
Before we elaborate on the downstairs threshold structure of the optimal on-off policy, let us first define two difference functions for any given solar states i, j ∈ H, channel state c ∈ C, and battery states ∀(k, l) ∈ B + :
where V (m)
a for a ∈ a off , and similar definition is applied to V (m) a on but the action is associated with the set a on . 1 In what follows, we characterize the monotonic properties of these two functions.
Lemma 3: For any i, j ∈ H, and c ∈ C, if one of the two battery states k, l ∈ B\{0} is fixed, (m) (s) is non-increasing with the other non-fixed battery state.
Proof: See Appendix C for details. non-decreasing in the direction of the other non-fixed battery state.
Proof: See Appendix D for details. Based on the aforementioned discussions, two special structures, namely threshold and downstairs structures, are uncovered for the optimal on-off policy in the following.
Theorem 3: The optimal on-off policy has a threshold structure κ = {κ
if l is fixed, (25) where κ
i,j,c,l ∈ B. Proof: See Appendix E for details. Theorem 4: The optimal on-off policy has a twodimensional downstairs threshold structure. That is, the multiple thresholds in κ (z) i,j,c are non-increasing in the battery state, i.e., κ
Proof: See Appendix F for details. An example is elaborated in Fig. 2 and Table 2 to justify the results obtained in Theorem 1, Corollary 1, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. Here the normalized SNR is given by γ n = 5 dB. The detailed simulation settings of this figure can be referred to Section VII-A. First of all, it can be seen from Fig. 2(a) that the expected long-term total discounted costs follow the monotonic and bounded properties as mentioned in Theorem 1, in which the expected cost is monotonically non-decreasing with the battery state of a node and the difference value between any two adjacent battery states is limited between zero and one. A closer look at this figure reveals that the difference value of any two diagonally adjacent battery states also abides by the monotonic and bounded properties in Corollary 1. We can further observe the corresponding downstairs threshold structure and the optimal on-off actions in Fig. 2(b) to validate Theorem 3. Actually, when the battery state value of a node is fixed, there exists a threshold along the battery state of the other node, at which the sign of the difference value V off (i, j, c, k, l) − V a on (i, j, c, k, l) changes from a negative value to a positive value as shown in Table 2 , to specify the regions of a on and a off . In addition, the twodimensional thresholds are structured in a downstairs form just like the results declared in Theorem 4. It is evident from our computer simulation that there are no similar structural results with respect to the channel (or solar) states, and also the conclusions in Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 can not be achieved along these two kinds of states.
In practice, the optimal policy has to be computed off-line using the value iteration. The optimal policy can be implemented as a look-up table, in which the downstairs threshold structural properties can help us reduce the implementation complexity. In addition, this property can provide an important insight into the design of other heuristic threshold-based FIGURE 2. An example of the downstairs threshold structure and optimal actions for the optimal on-off policy along the two-dimensional battery states with S policies in the future; for example, it is known from Theorem 4 that the multiple thresholds are suggested to be non-increasing in the battery state in order to achieve the optimal performance.
C. OPTIMAL ON-OFF POLICY AT ASYMPTOTICALLY HIGH SNRS
Theorem 5: In sufficiently high SNRs, for i, j ∈ H and c ∈ C, the optimal on-off policy is given as
Proof: See Appendix G for details. From this theorem, one can know that as the operating SNR increases, the optimal on-off action would gradually converge to the action a on for those system states in the battery sufficiency region; on the contrary, the optimal action in the battery deficiency region is a off . In other words, for the optimal on-off policy, the two nodes communicate with each other only when both of their batteries are not depleted. This phenomenon can be validated in Fig. 3 with a sufficiently high normalized SNR value, where γ n = 60 dB and the other parameters are set the same as in Fig. 2 .
D. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF EXPECTED OUTAGE PROBABILITY
The steps to compute the expected outage probability for the optimal policy π * (s) are introduced in the following. First, the transition probabilities associated with the system state s and the optimal policy π * (s) can be calculated in (6) and (9), respectively. Next, let us define p π * (s) as the steady state probability of the system state s under the optimal policy π * (s), and the steady state probability satisfies the following total probability and balance constraints:
After solving the linear equations in (27) , the expected outage probabilityP π * ,out can be computed by taking expectation over the system states s ∈ S with the corresponding outage probability and steady state probability:
Since the states of the Markov chain are assumed to be recurrent, the occurrence probability of the state s is equal to p π * (s) for the optimal policy after a long time operation. Consequently, the expected outage probabilityP π * ,out equals the long-term average outage performance of the solar-powered bidirectional communication system.
VI. HEURISTIC LINK AND ENERGY SCHEDULING POLICIES
Except for the proposed MDP policy, four exhaustive schemes which are the combinations of the following link and energy scheduling approaches are also included for performance comparisons: 1) Round-Robin (BB) Link Scheduling: The round-robin link scheduling scheme has been extensively studied in conventional TDD-based wireless communication systems, in which the forward and reverse links are scheduled in turn to perform data transmission. While this scheme may not perform well due to the discrepant EH capability of the two nodes, its performance can serve as a baseline for studying the impact of the EH on the conventional TDD protocol.
2) Battery State-Oriented (BSO) Link Scheduling: The battery state-oriented link scheduling scheme is proposed here by considering the fact that the energy consumption at a transmitter usually surpasses the amount required by a receiver. For this scheme, the node with a larger amount of harvested energy in the battery is eligible for performing data transmissions, while the other node is served as the receiver.
3) Greedy Energy Scheduling: The greedy energy scheduling scheme has been studied for one-way or relay communications in [30] , [31] . For this scheme, the maximum available energy amount in the battery of the transmitter node is completely consumed for data transmissions, which can avoid the energy overflow problem in the battery but may suffer from the energy outage problem. 4) Conservative Energy Scheduling: Different from the greedy scheme, less constant energy is spent in the conservative energy scheduling to mitigate the energy outage effect but this may miss the boat to harvest more energy due to the energy overflow in the battery [30] , [31] . Two conservative energy scheduling schemes are considered here. For the conservative I, the transmitter only consumes one basic energy quantum, i.e., a E = 1, for data transmissions, while for the conservative II, the energy quantum usage at the transmitter is raised to two if the link is active.
Notice that for these four compared schemes, both of the two nodes keep silent, if the energy amount in the battery of the transmitter equals zero or the battery of the receiver is insufficient to execute data reception.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed solar-powered bidirectional communication system, based on the MDP design framework, is presented and validated by computer simulations. The simulation parameters and results are stated and discussed in the following subsections.
A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
In the MDP system model, the maximum numbers of the solar EH states N h , battery states N b , and channel states N c are set as four, six, and four, respectively. Here, the solar data-driven hidden Markov model in [3] is adopted in modeling the state transition and EH harvesting capability, for which the four-state solar EH model is suggested to get an acceptable approximation. Due to the slow solar EH transition and the low mobility in sensor network applications, the policy management period is set as T = 300 sec, i.e., five minutes. 2 Since the power consumption levels usually range from dozens of mW to hundreds of mW for sensor network applications, we set the basic energy quantum E u to 12 Joules, implying that the basic power supply is equal to P u = 40 mW corresponding to one energy quantum E u over the policy management period T . The cell size of the solar panel and the energy conversion efficiency are set as ζ = 12 cm 2 and ξ = 20 % [32] . The channel quantization level set is randomly selected as 1 = {0, 0.6, 2.0, 3.0, ∞}, and the normalized Doppler frequency is given as f D = 0.05. Note that the average transmission power for a node is uncertain and depends on its real solar EH capability; therefore, a normalized average SNR γ n is defined with respect to a transmission power value of 1 mW throughout the simulation. The required target rate is set to R th = 5 or 10 bits/sec/Hz (bps/Hz). For the value iteration algorithm, the discount factor and the stopping criterion are selected as λ = 0.99 and = 10 −6 , respectively. The parameters in the energy consumption model for data reception are set as (K 1 , K 2 , K 3 ) = (0, 0, 1). The above parameters are used as default settings, except as otherwise stated.
For simplicity of notations, the proposed optimal MDP policy with multiple energy scheduling actions is named ''Multiple MDP Policy'' in the simulation. Also, the outage performance of an on-off MDP policy, which is just a special case of the multiple MDP policy, is also simulated. For this policy, the energy scheduling at the transmitter is limited to two possible values, either zero or a preset constant value a E , and the optimal link and energy scheduling is learned via the proposed MDP design framework.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS
The outage probabilities of the proposed optimal MDP policies with multiple or on-off energy scheduling actions are demonstrated in Fig. 4 . The preset energy scheduling values in the on-off MDP policy are given by a E = 1 or a E = 2 (unit: E u ), which are called on-off policy I and on-off policy II, respectively. The analysis results of the outage probabilities are calculated according to Section V-D, while the simulation results are computed by the Monte-Carlo method. It can be observed that the analysis and simulation results match perfectly. The performance of the outage probability can be improved by decreasing the target rate R th . The on-off policy II outperforms the on-off policy I in low SNR regimes due to a larger energy scheduling value of a E , whereas the performance trend reverses in high SNRs because the on-off policy II suffers from a more severe battery deficiency problem. The proposed multiple MDP policy performs better than the on-off MDP policy; however, the performance curves of these two policies finally get saturated in high SNRs.
The distributions of the actions in the optimal multiple MDP policy are demonstrated in Fig. 5 , in terms of the percentage of the optimal actions over the whole system states, for various SNR regimes. It can be observed that for the SNR value of γ n = 60 dB, the optimal energy scheduling actions concentrate on the value of a * E = 1 with a high probability of 96.6%, no matter what link scheduling actions are performed. The reason lies in that at sufficiently high SNR regimes, the expenditure of one energy quantum is enough to achieve zero outage probability and the remaining energy in the battery can be reserved for data transmissions in the future. As a result, the optimal multiple MDP policy is degenerated to the optimal on-off MDP policy with a E = 1 in sufficiently high SNRs, and the corresponding outage probabilities are identical, which can be clearly observed in Fig. 4 . On the other hand, the energy scheduling actions in the optimal multiple MDP policy become much more diverse and the occupancy of the silent action a * = (I , 0) gradually increases as the SNR value decreases, in order to improve the long-term expected outage probability. Fig. 6 illustrates the impact of the solar cell size on the outage probability with the optimal multiple MDP policy. The cell sizes are set to ζ = 9, 12, 15, and ∞ cm 2 . It is observed from this figure that for a given target rate, the outage probability can be improved by enlarging the solar cell size so as to harvest more energy quanta, thereby leading to a lower saturated outage probability in high SNRs. Fig. 7 demonstrates the outage probability versus the solar cell size with the optimal multiple MDP policy under different normalized SNR values and channel quantizers. In addition to the randomly selected quantizer 1 , the Lloyd-Max quantizer 2 = {0, 1.5, 3.5, 6.7, ∞}, which is designed based on the minimum mean square error criterion, is adopted in the simulation. The normalized SNRs are given as 5, 15, 25 and 35 dB. It reveals that both of the channel quantizers have almost identical outage performance trend. Besides, we can find that the performance improvement due to the increase of the solar cell size is more significant as the normalized SNR increases. The outage performance curve eventually becomes flat even when the solar cell size keeps increased, since the performance in this case is dominated by the noise power and the battery size instead of the amount of the harvested energy. This observation enables us to find the optimal solar cell size for minimizing the outage probability under a given battery size and a normalized SNR value. Fig. 8 compares the outage performances of the proposed on-off policy I, multiple MDP policy and four myopic schemes. The target rate and the solar cell size are given as R th = 5 bps/Hz and ζ = 12 cm 2 , respectively. It reveals that the on-off MDP policy I, ''BSO & Conservative I'', and ''RR & Conservative I'' schemes all have the same outage performance, since the energy quantum spending values at the transmitter and the receiver, if active, both equal one, and thereby, the performance is irrelevant to the link scheduling in these three schemes. As can be observed, the outage performance of the BSO link scheduling scheme is superior to that with the RR scheme, under any given energy scheduling scheme except for the conservative I. On the other hand, the greedy energy scheduling scheme outperforms the conservative II scheme at low normalized SNR regimes, under a given link scheduling scheme, while the performance trend is reversed at high normalized SNR regimes. This is due to the fact that for the greedy energy scheduling scheme, a larger amount of energy is spent to attain a higher SNR value and a lower outage probability; however, this scheme suffers from a more severe energy deficiency problem and has a higher saturated outage probability at high SNR regimes for which the availability of the energy becomes a dominant factor. As compared with the six myopic schemes, the proposed multiple MDP policy can attain a better outage performance. In fact, the proposed multiple MDP policy can wisely select the link and energy scheduling actions for improving the outage probability in low normalized SNR regimes and mitigating the battery deficiency phenomenon in high normalized SNR regimes. Besides, the on-off MDP policy I performs slightly worse than the ''RR & Greedy'' and ''BSO & Greedy'' schemes when the normalized SNR γ n is below 11 dB and 14 dB, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the impact of the receiver's energy consumption on the outage performance for the proposed multiple MDP policy, where the target rate is given as R th = 5 bps/Hz. As can be seen, at a given normalized SNR and cell size, the outage performance with (K 1 , K 2 , K 3 ) = (3.1831, 0.5, 0) is worse than those with (K 1 , K 2 , K 3 ) = (3.1831, 0.005, 0) or (0, 0, 1), since the EH nodes require more energy in the data reception. Moreover, the performance degradation becomes more severe as the normalized SNR value is increased from 15 dB to 45 dB.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a solar-powered bidirectional wireless communication system is investigated for a pair of EH nodes that intend to communicate with each other under the EH limitation over wireless fading channels. By taking the instantaneous EH, channel and battery conditions into account, a novel TDD protocol which can adaptively schedule the link and energy for data transmissions between the two EH nodes is proposed to minimize the average rate outage probability based on the MDP design framework. Several important properties, such as monotonic and bounded properties, one-dimensional threshold structures, and two-dimensional downstairs threshold structures, are introduced to understand the characteristics of the expected long-term total discounted costs and the optimal on-off actions over the battery states of the two EH nodes. The outage performances of the proposed optimal MDP policies are examined by extensive computer simulations, and the simulation results show that the optimal multiple MDP policy significantly outperforms the other exhaustive link and energy scheduling schemes.
APPENDIXES APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 2
We prove Lemma 2 by using the induction method. For any given solar states i, j ∈ H and channel state c ∈ C, we first prove the case for the fixed battery state k ∈ B\{0} as in (19) with the following two steps. For any fixed a ∈ {a off , a on }, it can be derived from (A.1) that (17) and (A.2), one can get V (1) (i, j, c, k, l− 1) = V (1) (i, j, c, k, l) , and the inequality (19) holds for m = 1.
• Step 2: Assume that m = r holds, i.e., 0 ≤ V (r) (i, j, c, k, l − 1) − V (r) (i, j, c, k, l) ≤ 1, and by applying (18) , the value difference between the expected cost functions for two adjacent battery states with an action a at the iteration m = r + 1 can be calculated as
For any given a ∈ {a off , a on }, it thereby implies that
Moreover, by applying (17), the value difference of the optimal expected cost functions between the adjacent battery states at the iteration r + 1 can be represented as
Note that for any fixed a, by applying the left-hand side inequality of (A.4), we have
It can be concluded from (A.5) and (A.6) that
On the other hand, (A.5) can also be represented as
For any fixed a , by applying the right-hand side inequality of (A.4), we can derive V (r+1) (i, j, c, k, l − 1) − V (r+1) (i, j, c, k, l) ≤ 1. According to the above declarations, the property holds for m = r + 1, i.e., 0 ≤ V (r+1) (i, j, c, k, l − 1) − V (r+1) (i, j, c, k, l) ≤ 1. For the case with the fixed l ∈ B\{0}, the inequality (20) can be proved in the similar way. Thus, the proof is completed.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
We apply the induction method to prove this corollary with the following two steps, and focus on the battery states (k, l) ∈ B + and (k − 1, l − 1) ∈ B + for any given solar states i, j ∈ H and channel state c ∈ C.
• Step 1: Since V (0) (s) = 0, by applying (18) and for any given a ∈ {a off , a on }, we can obtain V
a (i, j, c, k, l) = R a (s). Thus, we have (1) (i, j, c, k, l) = 0, (B.1) and the property holds for m = 1.
• Step 2: Assume that the inequality holds for m = r, i.e., 0 ≤ V (r) (i, j, c, k − 1, l − 1) − V (r) (i, j, c, k, l) ≤ 1, and by applying (18) , the value difference between the expected cost functions for two diagonally adjacent battery states with an action a at the iteration m = r + 1 can be calculated as (B.2), shown at the bottom of the next page. For any given a ∈ {a off , a on }, it thereby implies that
Moreover, by applying (17), the value difference of the optimal expected cost functions between two diagonally adjacent battery states at iteration r + 1 can be represented as
Note that for any fixed a, by applying the left-hand side inequality of (B.3), we have
Thus, the lower bound of (21) is obtained for m = r + 1.
On the other hand, (B.4) can also be represented as
By further applying the right-hand side inequality of (B.3) into (B.6), the upper bound of (21) holds for m = r + 1. Thus, the proof of Corollary 1 is completed.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 3
From (22), the value of (m) (i, j, c, k, l +1)− (m) (i, j, c, k, l) can be derived as (C.1), shown at the bottom of the next page, where the term l (i , j , c , q 1 , q 2 ), for l = 1, . . . , N b − 2, is defined as
By using (16) , the summation over the variables q 1 and q 2 in (C.1) can be classified into five parts in terms of the ranges of q 1 and q 2 , given by
where the values for the cases of q 1 = N b − k or q 2 = N b − l − 1 are equal to zero, and the inequality in the second part is due to Lemma 2. Hence, l (i , j , c , q 1 , q 2 ) is always nonpositive. From (C.1) and (C.3), it concludes (m) (i, j, c, k, l + 1) ≤ (m) (i, j, c, k, l). Similarly, one can also prove that (m) j, c, k, l) . Hence, the proof is completed.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We adopt the induction method to prove this lemma. Without loss of generality, we fix the battery state k. For m = 1, the declaration is true because (1) (s) = 1−R a on (s) according to (12) and (16) , where R a on (s) only depends on the channel state c for any (k, l) ∈ B + , and thereby (1) (s) keeps the same value along the direction of the battery state l, for any given i, j ∈ H, and c ∈ C. By assuming that the difference function (r) (s) is non-decreasing in the battery direction of l and using (17) and (18), the difference function for m = r +1, (r+1) (s), can be written as (D.1), shown at the bottom of the this page. Due to the non-decreasing property of (r) (s), the following two functions are also non-increasing in the battery direction of l: 
(D.4)
It can be observed from (D.4) that (r+1) (s) has the non-decreasing property in the battery direction of l, since the functions 1 − R a on (s), = R a off (s)−R a on (s)+λE s min{V (r) a off (i , j , c , k +q 1 N b , l +q 2 N b ), V (r) a on (i , j , c , k +q 1 N b , l +q 2 N b )} − λE s min{V (r) a off (i , j , c , k −1+q 1 N b , l −1+q 2 N b ), V (r) a on (i , j , c , k −1+q 1 N b , l −1+q 2 N b )} (D.1)
APPENDIX E PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Note that the optimal action is a off when the nodes' battery states are in the battery deficiency region, i.e., (k, l) ∈ B − . We first prove the structure in (24) by fixing i, j ∈ H and c ∈ C. For any given k ∈ B\{0}, if (m) (i, j, c, k, l = 1) < 0, we can get the threshold κ (1) i,j,c,k ≥ 1, due to the non-decreasing property of the difference function (m) (s) obtained from Theorem 2. On the other hand, if (m) (i, j, c, k, l = 1) ≥ 0, the threshold is given by κ (1) i,j,c,k = 0. Also, we can prove the structure in (25) when the battery state l is fixed in the same way. Hence, the proof is completed.
APPENDIX F PROOF OF THEOREM 4
We first prove the case for z = 1. From Theorem 3, for any given k = 1, . . . , N b − 2, there exists a threshold value κ (1) i,j,c,k such that (m) (i, j, c, k, κ (1) i,j,c,k ) < 0 and (m) (i, j, c, k, κ (1) i,j,c,k + 1) ≥ 0. By further using Theorem 2, we know that (m) (i, j, c, k + 1, κ (1) i,j,c,k + 1) ≥ (m) (i, j, c, k, κ (1) i,j,c,k + 1), since (m) (s) is non-decreasing with the battery state k when l = κ (1) i,j,c,k + 1 is fixed. It then concludes that (m) (i, j, c, k + 1, κ (1) i,j,c,k + 1) ≥ 0, leading to V (m) a off (i, j, c, k + 1, κ (1) i,j,c,k + 1) ≥ V (m) a on (i, j, c, k + 1, κ (1) i,j,c,k + 1) according to (23) . As a result, the threshold value for the battery state k + 1 must be less than or equal to that for the battery state k, i.e., κ (1) i,j,c,k+1 ≤ κ (1) i,j,c,k . In the same way, we can prove that κ (2) i,j,c,k+1 ≤ κ (2) i,j,c,k . Hence, the proof is completed.
APPENDIX G PROOF OF THEOREM 5
For any system state s = (i, j, c, k, l), where i, j ∈ H, c ∈ C, and ∀(k, l) ∈ B + , the difference of the expected long-term total discounted costs between a = a off and a = a on is given by (D.1). By using (13) , the difference value in (D.1) at high SNRs, i.e., N 0 → 0, can be written as
(G.1) By further applying Corollary 1, we can obtain that the term after the multiplication in (G.1), which represents the difference value of the expected costs for two diagonally adjacent battery states, ranges between zero and one in the battery sufficiency region B + . Besides, since 0 < λ < 1, the difference value in high SNRs satisfies the following relationship:
a on (s).
(G.2)
From (17) and (G.2), as the value iteration algorithm gets converged, the optimal action is given as π * (s) = a on when the battery states are in the battery sufficiency region B + . On other other hand, if the battery states are in the battery deficiency region, i.e., (k, l) ∈ B − , the optimal action is given by π * (s) = a off , since no transmission is the only action when any of the two batteries at the nodes is depleted. As a result, The proof is completed.
